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Beyond the Market
A “Public-Commons-Partnership” for
Housing
Arielle Lawson

The commodification of housing has led
to new levels of unaffordability for tenants all
over the country. With skyrocketing rents and
an explosion of homelessness, we are faced
with the glaring failures of our capitalist
housing system to meet people’s most basic
human needs.1 Recognizing the inherent
limitations of “affordable housing” within a
profit-driven system, we need a paradigm shift
around housing that can change the terms of
the debate, and advance a real alternative to the
speculative market. A growing housing justice
movement — combined with a renewed
politicization of tenants — is leading the way.2
From new rent control fights3 and surging
interests in community land trusts,4 to
proposals for a Green New Deal for Public
Housing5 and a Homes Guarantee (even
supported by recent legislation such as the
Homes for All act),6 there have been
reinvigorated calls for larger, transformative
action to reclaim our homes. This is an
important moment to reimagine what housing
means and how it is organized in our society —
with a broader reckoning of our relationship to
the state, and ultimately, our democracy.
Taking on the neoliberal status quo and the
deep-seated conditions of our housing system
will also require new institutional forms and
strategic partnerships, particularly to meet the
true scope of the crisis and advance
decommodified alternatives. More pointedly,
this article asks: what would a model of truly
affordable social housing look like that
combines the scale, funding and control that
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the “top-down” public provision of housing
seeks to provide, while still ensuring the
equitable, resident control objectives of
“bottom-up” grassroots participation?
One proposal to address these structural
conditions
is
the
“public-commons
partnership” (PCP). As a “new institutional
framework” set explicitly in contrast to the
“public-private partnerships” that have
dominated cities in the last few decades, the
authors of a recent report write that: “PCPs
offer an alternative institutional design that
moves us beyond the overly simplistic binary
of market/state. Instead, they involve coownership
between
appropriate
state
authorities and a Commoners Association,
alongside co-combined governance with a
third association of project specific relevant
parties such as trade unions and relevant
experts.”7 In the context of neoliberalism and
the domination of market logics, this
framework represents a structural alternative in
rethinking the relationships between the state
and civil society, specifically how to leverage
them together. Applied to housing, these new
ideas present an opportunity to revisit central
questions of ownership, governance, and the
organization of housing in society, as well as
the nature of the systemic and transformative
changes necessary to address the roots of the
crisis. Most importantly, it could help center a
broad conception of democracy — across
scale, impact, and participation — to any
“solution” of the housing crisis.
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The institutional structure and vocabulary
of the PCP, with its explicit focus on
democratizing
public
ownership
and
participation, models a way of situating the
large scale demands and necessary
transformations with an on-the-ground
implementation. A democratic shift in housing
provision will not happen automatically — it
will require relentless organizing and
mobilizing — but the PCP provides a
framework for new forms of coalitionbuilding, alliances, and participation to reclaim
“the public” within public housing. By resituating this institutional relationship, the PCP
leverages the intersections of the public and
social housing movements with those of
community land trusts, cooperatives, and
tenant organizing.
Beyond the Neoliberal Limits of Housing
The current housing crisis is systemic; it
reflects the core contradictions of an economic
system that increasingly depends on housing, a
fundamental human need, as an engine of
speculative profit and wealth creation. Housing
represents an estimated 45% of all global
assets, with critical implication in the growth
of most countries’ GDPs.8 At the same time,
housing has become increasingly expensive
and unsustainable, especially for those who
rent. As yet, there has not been a response that
matches the true scale or depth of this crisis.
Instead, there has been an increasing
abdication of responsibility by the state and a
growing reliance on the market to “solve” this
problem.
Many current affordable housing strategies
rely on market solutions and incentives for
private developers or landlords that do little, if
anything, to address the contradictions inherent
in the commodification of housing. In fact,
subsidies for homeownership via mortgage tax
breaks still vastly surpass those of affordable
housing.9 Community-based efforts to
decommodify land, such as community land
trusts and housing cooperatives, have gained
significant attention in recent years, yet still
struggle to be implemented. Because they
primarily operate on a project-by-project basis
and are dependent on outside funding, they are
susceptible to market forces by falling into the
same “affordable housing” trap, rather than
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actively contesting broader neoliberal
dynamics.10 Public housing, on the other hand,
which is often considered housing of last resort
and has a complicated legacy, represents the
most significant example of decommodified
housing at scale. In New York City, over half a
million people call NYCHA buildings home
and, even as buildings fall apart and residents
struggle for basic amenities and repairs, there
is a waitlist of over 160,000 applicants.11
While various positions can be debated
about state-led or civil society-based solutions
to housing, their points of intersection are often
overlooked. In fact, the neoliberal construction
of the binary between top-down “public”
(representing scale) against bottom-up
“grassroots” (representing participation and
control) obfuscates the full complexity and
necessity of how both play out and are needed
for any meaningful progress. This dynamic
illustrates the necessity to connect across
siloed institutions and movements, and to
leverage efforts to decommodify housing, in
order to effectively expand the political horizon
of housing. An historical analysis of how
housing has been contested and struggled over,
particularly in regard to public housing, shows
a more nuanced context and foundation on
which to build. This history illustrates the
importance of grassroots housing demands on
the state, particularly with current neoliberal
conditions, and the potential for new alliances
and transformative demands in re-imagining
and enacting “the public.”
Revisiting Public Housing
Public housing today is often associated
with repressive (racist) top-down control and
as housing of last resort, yet this is a far cry
from the original vision of its early advocates.
In the early twentieth century, these social
reformers — known as the housers — believed
that government provision of housing was the
only way to address what they saw as the
inherent “inefficiencies” of the market. The
housers identified a failure of the market to
provide quality, affordable housing to working
class - and even middle class - people who
desperately needed it. Catherine Bauer, one of
the most influential housers, called for housing
to act as a “planned, public utility” that would
be a part of a democratic right of citizenship:
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“It means that a decent dwelling is not a reward withheld
for the successful, but a fundamental right to which every
citizen is entitled, the provision of which becomes a
responsibility of government.”12

“It means that a decent dwelling is not a reward
withheld for the successful, but a fundamental
right to which every citizen is entitled, the
provision of which becomes a responsibility of
government.” 12
During the New Deal era, Bauer organized
with unions as part of the Labor Housing
Conference to lobby for a national housing
policy. Bauer believed that there would “never
be any realistic housing movement until the
workers and the consumers and the
unemployed themselves take a hand in the
solution.”13 The involvement of organized
labor was not just seen as a way to pressure
government, but as critical in creating an
effective program overall. The goal was to
democratize public housing: “there can be only
one reliable means of insuring that public
utility housing be carried out in the real
interests of workers and consumers. Namely,
that bona fide workers' and consumers'
representatives must be delegated real power
and responsibility in every department of the
housing operation, from surveys and policies
straight
through
to
administration.”14
Recognizing the dire conditions of the
simultaneous unemployment of the building
trades and the growing housing crisis, the
Labor Housing Conference strove to unify and
mobilize a base of support that could push
forward a transformative vision of housing in
society.
Unfortunately, this ideal of public housing
was never fully realized. Real estate interests
and the growing conception of home
ownership as the “American Dream,”
effectively undercut the New Deal legislation

of the Housing Act. In place of Bauer’s
democratic vision, the government introduced
a two-tiered system of housing welfare
programs “that provided the least for those who
needed the most.”15 Government-backed
mortgages and tax breaks subsidized
homeownership — propping up the
increasingly speculative housing market —
while public housing was reserved for the poor
with limited avenues for participation.
Eventually, public housing became housing of
“last resort.” Still, the original vision and
organizing of the housers is an important
precedent with aims and alliances worth
remembering. Clear goals of non-speculative
housing, housing as a democratic right, and its
intersection with the labor movement around
new forms of participation - ideals crafted by
the housers - are particularly relevant when
considering the “novel” proposed framework
of the Public-Commons Partnership for
housing.
Neoliberal Developments
The period of the nineteen sixties and ‘70s
illustrates a changing dynamic within housing
activism — reflective of the broader economic
conditions of the era — which is useful for
assessing the housing crisis today. With both
grassroots demands for greater community
control and the economic conditions following
the fiscal crisis, there was a more visible “split”
between public versus community-based
housing efforts, and an increasing focus on
small-scale, neighborhood projects. While this
time period is often considered a watershed
moment for tenant activism, it is also important
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to recognize how much of these efforts were
defensive; housing activism responded to
growing austerity measures, and the retreat of
state welfare programs and policies such as
public housing and rent control. Civil society
took on the responsibilities of the state, in
many cases providing more flexibility and
community control, but carried its own set of
weaknesses. The development of housing
cooperatives through sweat equity programs
(where residents could “earn” their homes), for
example, are often idealized today as a model
of autonomy and direct “democratic”
participation. In retrospect, however, these
programs came at a price; the responsibility of
repairs and housing itself were effectively
privatized, and primarily shifted to residents as
the new “homeowners.” In many cases, these
efforts were slow and tiring, and dependent on
hard-to-access physical or social resources. Of
those that continue today, many are no longer
affordable (though the work of the Urban
Homesteading Assistance Board has ensured
the success of a significant number). Even at
the time, the Met Council on Housing, one of
the most active tenant organizations in the city,
rejected the idea of co-ops and the deepening
delineations of government and civil society.
Instead, the Council proposed the concept of
“housing in the public domain,” which would
replace the private landlord, housing-for-profit
system with “a system that coupled public
ownership and responsibility with tenant
control” and thus overcome the limitations of
each separately.16 The Met Council on Housing
first published the idea as a book, Housing in
the Public Domain: The Only Solution, in 1978
but the text is now out-of-print and rarely
discussed in the literature about housing. Yet it
provides an important counter-narrative and
alternative historical path to the growing split
between the state and civil society efforts to
resolve the housing issue.

Catherine Bauer’s Modern Housing, 1934 | Image Courtesy of The Million Book
Project, Carnegie Mellon University
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Similarly, the focus on the growing role of
civil
society’s
“grassroots”
activism
overshadows the tenant activism taking place
within public housing, and the active role
public housing residents themselves played in
the fight against government austerity. Nick
Juravich researches and highlights the often
overlooked tenant organizing that took place at
NYCHA in the 1960s and ‘70s connected to

broader freedom struggles.17 Facing rapid
demographic transition — as white residents
left the city, replaced by Black and Latino
residents, as well as increasing poverty rates —
NYCHA faced a corresponding political and
popular (racist) hostility and budget cuts. Yet,
with pressure from tenants, NYCHA found an
alignment of mutually beneficial interests and
both worked together to connect and amplify
advocacy for public housing. Juravich
summarizes, “the resident organizing in the
1970s created partnerships between NYCHA
and its tenants that improved and sustained
public housing, helped New York City’s
working-class neighborhoods weather urban
crises, and provided a model for collaboration
to residents and housing Authorities across the
country.”18 Though short-lived, this history
provides an important context to re-evaluate
the endurance of NYCHA over time, elevating
the important role that the residents themselves
have played and illustrating the possibilities for
alternative
models
of
resistance
to
neoliberalism. Juravich cites an important
claim by Fritz Umbach that “The survival of
New York’s public housing system...is
arguably one of the more enduring legacies of
black and Latino activism in New York City.”19
Overall, the neoliberal conditions of the
city brought increasing fragmentation in modes
of governance, shifting away from government
to an expanded role of civil society with a
widening split —and seemingly, a trade-off —
between grassroots community-based models
and top-down public models. The significance
of scale and bureaucracy were juxtaposed with
that of depth and community control, often to
the detriment of both. This binary is reflected,
perhaps even unconsciously, in idealizing
“community” (civil society) participation as
inherently representative of an ideal form of
democracy, rather than taking a more critical
perspective of its impacts and values. For
example, a “top-down” mandate is not
inherently bad: when Chicago’s Housing
Authority tried to integrate public housing,
“grassroots” organizing from racist white
communities effectively stopped it. The legacy
of racial covenants and the Home Owners’
Associations used to exclude people of color
similarly underscore the importance of
centering real issues of justice, impact, and
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scale — as well as forms of participation — in
conceptions of democracy. Current political
constraints illustrate the necessity of new
models to push against these tensions and
confront the binaries of top-down versus
bottom-up, scale versus participation, and the
state versus civil society. Addressing the
domination of market logics - taking into
account the historical development of these
neoliberal conditions and simultaneous forms
of resistance - provides a richer context to
consider a path forward, especially when
envisioning
what
a
Public-Commons
Partnership for housing could look like today.
A Public-Commons Partnership for Housing:
“Communal and Self-Managed”
One of the best demonstrations of PublicCommons Partnership for housing is the Berlin
based project “City from Below.” As part of a
growing network, this group has worked to lay
out a position and principles for the
democratization of municipal housing that is
both “communal (i.e. public) and selfmanaged.”
This
plan
includes
the
democratization of municipal housing
companies and the right to self-management,
thus combining key elements of cooperative
housing with public ownership. Central to their
organizing principles and foundational concept
is the premise that creating large-scale and
long-term, or even permanent affordability,
requires the re-municipalization of private
housing and its withdrawal from the real estate
market.20
Recognizing the democratic value of selfmanaged cooperative housing projects, the
broader “Communal and Self-Managed”
network also acknowledges that these projects
tend to operate on a smaller scale and have a
more limited impact than the reach of more
traditional public or social housing. Building
on a decades long history of housing activism
in Berlin, which famously includes squatting
and cooperative housing, this network of
housing activists is calling for “a long-term
secured municipal housing sector in which the
participation of tenants plays a central role.”21
This call is in direct response to activists’
experiences organizing within neoliberal
housing conditions that set up “public” vs. the
community, and scale vs. participation. As
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written about the City from Below, “This model
project aims to come up with new institutional
arrangements that combine the democratic
structures of self-governance with the wide
reach of public housing. We want the better
parts of both worlds: Affordable (public)
housing, but also self-governance and
participation in decision-making for tenants.”22

The idea of
“Communal and SelfManaged” captures
democratic principles
across both
participation and scale.
Like the model of the PCP, this project sets
up a new type of institutional arrangements that
brings together the state and grassroots, civil
society groups (in this case tenants). They
propose a co-governance model that takes
advantage of their strengths — having the wide
accessibility of public, or social, housing and
democratic participation in self-managed
housing projects — as part of a broader goal to
democratize both housing and society. The idea
of “Communal and Self-Managed” captures
democratic principles across both participation
and scale. It makes “self-governance and
meaningful participation in decision-making
available to broader segments of tenants,
beyond a middle-class-dominated, socialcapital-centred self-governed housing scene”
while at the same time “(re)claiming public
housing institutions that to this day resist calls
for democratisation and, in times of
neoliberalism and profit-maximising, supply
mostly unaffordable municipal housing.”23
Similar to the stated intention of the PCPs, the
participants see the network as a way to
“provide opportunities to (further) develop
models in which planning, management,
occupancy, and collective ownership are
designed in cooperation with tenants.”24 This
mission of democratization is grounded in the
tenant and Right to the City movements in
Berlin but also “a global movement against
neoliberal and austerity-driven urbanism.”25
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In this way, the work of the City from
Below project and the broader Communal and
Self-Managed network center the core
contradictions and tensions of housing efforts
within the larger context of negotiating
neoliberal relationships to the state. It takes an
important step in explicitly and intentionally
aligning these dimensions of the scale and
depth of the housing crisis to open up new
possibilities and horizons. These activists in
Berlin recognize both the level of intervention
required to address current housing needs, and
the deeper re-organization and re-distribution
of power and participation necessary to create
real systemic transformation.
Towards a Housing Democracy
The last few decades have seen a
tremendous
reworking
of
public
infrastructures, institutions, and urban
governance, including the expansion of new
forms of relationships between the state and
market. Perhaps the most symbolic and
representative example of this framework has
been the explosion of the Public-Private
Partnership model, which centers and
consolidates power in private hands and
interests of “the market.” In contrast, a PublicCommons Partnership provides a theoretical
and practical institutional structure to
reconfigure these relationships, representing an
important opportunity for re-embedding
democracy in everyday life and across scales.
PCPs provide a valuable framework and
vocabulary for codifying the structure of selfmanagement and participation within “the
public” to overcome the limitations and
binaries often created or assumed of bottom-up
and top-down strategies, and between civil

society and the state. Investing in, and
democratizing, (public) housing to meet the
fundamental needs of residents provides a
material and participatory basis for embodying
the right to the city and deepening of
democracy in our everyday lives. PCPs center
the right to housing in a renewed claim to the
state; in doing so, PCPs offer a way to reframe
our social contract to place the value of home
and people above that of property and real
estate. Fundamentally, this position recognizes
that “Our housing crisis is a manifestation of a
crisis of democracy, one where profit is
prioritised over people and our representatives
cannot think beyond neo-liberal dogmatism,
beyond privatization, de-regulation and free
market fundamentalism.”26 In response, it
points to the importance of democracy —
specifically, the democratization of power,
resources and decision-making — as central to
any “solution” of the housing crisis. The PCP
could be a model for how to situate these large
scale
demands
with
on-the-ground
implementation, providing a way to bridge and
leverage this intersection of state and civil
society to overcome their own limitations of
Tenant activists are leading the way by
reclaiming the right to housing as a
transformative demand. Initiatives connecting
tenant organizing, cooperative housing and
community land trust efforts, such as in
Rochester, NY27 and Inquilinxs Unidxs Por
Justicia in Minneapolis, suggest intersectional,
multi-pronged approaches that break down and
connect across typical silos.28 Now is the time
to expand and connect coalitions and strategic
alliances and adapt the institutional
infrastructure needed to reimagine and fight for
new horizons of democratic housing
possibilities. •
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